The determination of slant total electron content (STEC) between satellites and receivers is the first step for establishing an ionospheric model. However, the leveling errors, caused by the smoothed ambiguity solutions in the carrier-to-code leveling (CCL) method, degrade the performance of ionosphere modeling and differential code bias (DCB) estimation. To reduce the leveling errors, an uncombined and undifferenced precise point positioning (PPP) method with ambiguity resolution (AR) was used to directly extract the STEC. Firstly, the ionospheric observables were estimated with CCL, PPP float-ambiguity solutions, and PPP fixed-ambiguity solutions, respectively, to analyze the short-term temporal variation of receiver DCB in zero or short baselines. Then, the global ionospheric map (GIM) was modeled using three types of ionospheric observables based on the single-layer model (SLM) assumption. Compared with the CCL method, the slight variations of receiver DCBs can be obviously distinguished using high precise ionospheric observables, with a 58.4% and 71.2% improvement of the standard deviation (STD) for PPP float-ambiguity and fixed-ambiguity solutions, respectively. For ionosphere modeling, the 24.7% and 27.9% improvements for posteriori residuals were achieved for PPP float-ambiguity and fixed-ambiguity solutions, compared to the CCL method. The corresponding improvement for residuals of the vertical total electron contents (VTECs) compared with the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) final GIM products in global accuracy was 9.2% and 13.7% for PPP float-ambiguity and fixed-ambiguity solutions, respectively. The results show that the PPP fixed-ambiguity solution is the best one for the GIM product modeling and satellite DCBs estimation.
Introduction
Ionospheric delay is one of the main error sources in the positioning and navigation applications of global navigation satellite systems (GNSSs) [1] [2] [3] [4] . Under normal solar activity, the ionospheric delay is usually up to tens of meters, but it may exceed more than 100 m with ionospheric scintillation. Over the past two decades, the international GNSS Service (IGS) ionospheric working group has routinely produced global ionospheric map products with the developing GNSS constellations and installation of ground-based GNSS receiver sites worldwide [5] . For ionosphere modeling, the influence of the ionospheric layer height in the thin layer ionospheric model is investigated [6] and an enhanced mapping function is proposed [7] . An improved empirical model is used for ionosphere modeling, considering the stochastic process of each satellite [8] . The higher-order ionospheric delay is also demonstrated to mitigate its effects on precise point positioning (PPP) during disturbed ionospheric conditions [9] . The two-layer ionospheric model is also proposed to better model the structure of the ionosphere [10] . Consequently, the different ionospheric models are demonstrated to assess their performance in single-frequency or multi-frequency PPP [11] [12] [13] [14] . The real-time ionospheric delays corrections are used in faster PPP to shorten the convergence time and obtain the fixed-ambiguities solutions [15] [16] [17] .
To establish the ionospheric modeling with GNSS, extraction of ionospheric observables is the first task [18] [19] [20] . Due to the frequency-dependent features, the ionospheric information obtained from GNSS technology is coupled with satellite and receiver differential code biases (DCBs) [21, 22] . Consequently, the DCBs interferes with the estimation of accurate and absolute ionospheric total electron content (TEC), and the performance of positioning and timing. The geometry-free (GF) combination of carrier-phase smoothed code measurements, which is applied by the CODE, is commonly used to estimate the ionospheric observables [23] . The carrier-to-code leveling (CCL) method with carrier-phase smoothed code measurements reduces the code noise by an averaging process and avoids resolving ambiguities. However, the leveling errors, a type of error related to arcs created due to the multipath and short-term fluctuation of receiver biases, degrades the accuracy of ionospheric observables [22, 24, 25] .
Due to the high precision of precise point positioning (PPP), the ionospheric observables can be directly extracted by the uncombined PPP (UPPP) method [26, 27] . In [28] , the UPPP method was used to avoid the leveling errors by using precise ambiguity estimation and multipath effects elimination. In [18] , the real-time ionospheric total electron content (TEC) was monitored and modeled by the UPPP method, and an accuracy of 1 to 2 TECU (Total Electron Content Unit) and 0.4 ns for ionosphere and DCBs results was achieved, respectively.
Significant receiver DCB seasonal variations, which are correlated with the ambient environment, have been found [29] , excepting the reason of solar cycle variability [30] . Furthermore, the strong correlation between the total electron content (TEC) and receiver DCB stability was demonstrated during a three-year period [31] . Receiver DCBs are not as stable as the GNSS transmitter DCBs and sometimes remarkable intraday variability is exhibited in leveling errors of ionospheric observables [32, 33] . The short-term variation of receiver code bias is also presented on the leveling errors of a short baseline [19, 26] . This variation is caused by many factors, for instance, the grounding of GPS equipment [34] and the environment temperature [32] . To eliminate the time-variating terms of receiver DCBs, a modified carrier-to-code leveling method is proposed to retrieve ionospheric observables [25] . A detailed study of receiver DCBs' short-term variability should be done with high precision ionospheric observables.
In previous research, the ionospheric observables for ionosphere modeling and DCB estimation are based on the smoothed ambiguities or float-ambiguity solutions [18, 28] . The double-difference fixed-ambiguity solutions are used to extract the precise ionospheric observables in regional ionosphere modeling [35] . The PPP AR has already achieved by the decoupled satellite clock (DSC) model [36] , fractional cycle bias (FCB) model [37, 38] , and the integer recovery clock model [39] . An "integer-levelling" method, which attempted to fix the ambiguity with integer values from the carrier-phase smoothed code method using decoupled-clock products, was proposed to eliminate the leveling errors [40] [41] [42] . The FCB model is also adopted to fix geometry-free combination ambiguities with wide-lane fixed-ambiguity and ionospheric-free fixed-ambiguity ionospheric extraction [10, 43, 44] . However, these methods are also based on the CCL method with geometry-free carrier-phase observations. Compared with the above methods, the UPPP method is more flexible in estimating Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 304 3 of 17 the precise ionospheric observables with ambiguity-fixed solutions, which can evidently reduce the leveling error effects of ionospheric observables. The reliable ambiguity resolution is a key issue to obtain precise ionospheric observables. However, less studies have been based on the ambiguity-fixed uncombined PPP.
In this study, we firstly present the mathematical models to estimate the ionospheric observables with the CCL and PPP method. The ambiguity resolution method, ionospheric modeling, and DCB estimation method are also presented. Thereafter, the data process strategy is introduced. The ionospheric observables were estimated with the CCL, PPP float-ambiguity, and PPP fixed-ambiguity solution methods, respectively. Three comprehensive global ionospheric map (GIM) products were produced. Then, the comprehensive analyzes of the accuracy of three GIM products were performed. Finally, we discuss the results and give some conclusions.
Methods
Firstly, the basic observation equation is presented. The code and phase measurements are used to obtain the ionospheric observables. In the CCL method, the receiver and satellite DCBs are coupled with STEC. Hence, in the uncombined PPP method, the ionospheric delays are estimated together, with the receiver and satellite DCBs as unknown parameters. There are no extra ionospheric corrections as constraints for estimating the ionospheric delay parameters.
Basic Code and Phase Observation Equation
The dual-frequency code and phase measurement are described as [45] :
where P f is the code measurements at frequency f ( f = 1, 2) (m), L f is the carrier phase measurement at frequency f ( f = 1, 2) (m), ρ is the geometric range between receiver r and satellite s, c is the light speed, dt r is the receiver clock, dt s is the satellite clock, T is the slant troposphere delay, I 1 is the ionospheric delay along the line-of-sight of the receiver and satellite at the first frequency and γ f = λ 2 f /λ 2 1 , λ f is the wavelength at frequency f (cycle), N f is the phase ambiguity at frequency f , d r, f and d s f are the code biases at frequency f for the receiver and satellite, b r, f and b s f are the phase biases at frequency f for the receiver and satellite, and ε P, f and ε L, f include the multipath effect and measurement noise for the code and carrier phase.
Carrier-to-Code Leveling (CCL) Method
To remove the frequency-independent components, the geometry-free (GF) combination of code and phase measurements is formed by subtracting one frequency observable from the other frequency at the same satellite simultaneously. This geometry-free combination is the key foundation for acquiring the ionospheric information, as illustrated in the following [46] :
where P s r,4 and L s r,4 is the geometry-free combinations for the code and phase measurement, DCB r = d r,1 − d r,2 and DCB s = d s 1 − d s 2 are the differential code biases for the receiver and satellite, and DPB r = b r,1 − b r,2 and DPB s = b s 1 − b s 2 are the differential phase biases for receiver and satellite. In the CCL method, the phase measurement can be corrected by the averaged GF ambiguities. The carrier-phase smoothed code measurement can be formulated as:
where L CCL denotes the ionospheric observables from the smoothed code measurements, L 4 − P 4 arc = 
Uncombined PPP with Ambiguity Resolution
With respect to the uncombined precise point positioning model, the ionospheric terms and the satellite and receiver DCBs can be estimated as unknowns [14, 47] :
where the receiver and satellite clock offsets and ionospheric delay terms are reparametrized as d t r , d t s , and I 1 with the following equations:
It has been proven that the uncombined method is available for extracting the ionospheric observables and avoiding the effect of leveling errors [18, 22, 26, 27] . Hence, the ionospheric observables obtained from uncombined PPP with float-ambiguity solutions are denoted as:
where L UPPP is the ionospheric observable. However, the precision of ionospheric delay is mainly determined by the ambiguity resolution. In order to obtain further accuracy and reliable ionospheric observations, the uncombined precise point positioning with ambiguity resolution (PPP-AR) method is applied. With the float ambiguities from the PPP in all stations in a network, the fractional cycle bias can be estimated [37, 38] . With the estimated fractional cycle biases (FCBs) of phase ambiguities, B s 1 and B s 2 , the PPP model can be constrained with the virtual observations [48, 49] :
where N (1,−1) and N (4,−3) are the integer ambiguities combination on each frequency; and N (1,−1) and N (4,−3) are the fixed-ambiguities combination, which are used to improve the PPP solutions. So, with the fixed-ambiguity solutions, the ionospheric observables in Equation (6) can be further improved. Hence, we can obtain three types of ionospheric observables under different accuracy levels with the CCL method, PPP float-ambiguity solutions, and PPP fixed-ambiguity solutions. These ionospheric observables are used for ionosphere modeling in the following section. 
Ionospheric Modeling and Estimation of DCBs
From the above analysis, the two methods are introduced to obtain the ionospheric observables. Hence, three types solutions of ionospheric observables, CCL, PPP float-ambiguity solutions, and PPP fixed-ambiguity solutions, are used for ionosphere modeling in the following experiments and analysis. For the ionospheric observables L ion , which are obtained in Equations (3) and (6) with float or fixed ambiguity solutions, the vertical TEC and differential code bias of receivers and satellites can be separated as:
where MF = 1/ cos(z ) is the modified mapping function, which is also adopted by CODE [2] ; z is the zenith angle at the ionospheric pierce points (IPPs, unit: radian); VTEC is the vertical TEC, which is modeled as a general triangle series function (GTSF) of the latitude and local time; ϕ IPP and λ IPP are the latitude and longitude of the IPP; and DCB r and DCB s are the receiver and satellite DCBs, K = 40.3 × 10 16 / f 1 2 , with the frequency, f 1 .
The vertical ionospheric delay can be expressed using the spherical harmonic (SH) function for a period time of two hours or more [2, 21] :
where P nm is the normalized, associated Legendre function of degree n and order m; a nm and b nm are the unknown coefficients of the spherical harmonic function; n max is the maximum degree of spherical harmonic expansion; and s is the sun-fixed longitude of the ionospheric pierce point. With the ionospheric observables from all stations in a network, the coefficients of the spherical harmonic function, satellite, and receiver DCBs are estimated using the least square estimator. The satellite DCBs and receiver DCBs cannot be separated directly since these two types of parameters are linearly correlated. Hence, the general method using a forced mean zero constraint on satellite DCBs is adopted in ionosphere modeling [2] .
Experiments and Results
In this section, we first describe the setup of the experiments, including the experimental environment, the datasets, and the processing strategies for uncombined PPP. Following this is a summary of the experimental results.
Experimental Setup
To evaluate the accuracy of ionospheric observables obtained from CCL, and the PPP float-ambiguity and PPP fixed-ambiguity solutions methods, the single differences between receivers' ionospheric observables in zero or short baselines were performed with eight groups of stations in Table 1 on DOY (Day Of Year) 100, 2017: CUT0-CUT2, CUT0-CU3, EIL3-EIL4, and KOKB-KOKV, from four zero baselines, and LCK3-LCK4, YAR3-YARR, GODE-GODN, and WTZ3-WTZA, from four short baselines. In CCL, the ionospheric observables can be directly obtained by code and phase measurements. However, the ionospheric observables are estimated as unknown parameters in PPP methods. Hence, the detailed processing strategies for uncombined PPP methods are presented in Table 2 . For the accuracy assessment of the ionospheric observables in ionospheric modeling, three types of ionospheric observables were used to estimate the GIM products. The dataset of 268 stations on 10-16 April 2017 was collected from the IGS Global Data Center at CDDIS (Crustal Dynamics Data Information System, ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/data/daily/2017/) to establish the global ionospheric map. Figure 1 shows the distributions of stations in the ionospheric modeling network. The CODE final GIM products were used to assess the performance of self-generated GIMs. Table 3 shows the details of the global ionosphere models. For convenient comparison, the carrier-to-code leveling method is called "CCL" and the PPP method with float ambiguity solutions is called "PPP-float" and the PPP method with fixed ambiguity resolution is called "PPP-AR". Correspondingly, the ionosphere modeling results are also called "CCL", "PPP-float", and "PPP-AR" for the presentations. The detailed data processing flowchart is presented in Figure 2 . In the CCL method, the ionospheric observables were obtained by carrier and code measurements with leveling ambiguities while in the PPP method, they were directly estimated using the IGS precise orbit and clock products. With the FCB corrections, the ambiguity resolution of the PPP method was achieved, and ionospheric observables were estimated with the fixed-ambiguity solutions. Using three types of ionospheric observables, the global ionospheric map products were created with the modeling parameters in Table 3 using the same method in Equation (8). Compared with the CCL method, the ionospheric observables estimated from the PPP methods are more stable and accurate without the limitation of the arc length of the observables in CCL. The detailed data processing flowchart is presented in Figure 2 . In the CCL method, the ionospheric observables were obtained by carrier and code measurements with leveling ambiguities while in the PPP method, they were directly estimated using the IGS precise orbit and clock products. With the FCB corrections, the ambiguity resolution of the PPP method was achieved, and ionospheric observables were estimated with the fixed-ambiguity solutions. Using three types of ionospheric observables, the global ionospheric map products were created with the modeling parameters in Table 3 using the same method in Equation (8). Compared with the CCL method, the ionospheric observables estimated from the PPP methods are more stable and accurate without the limitation of the arc length of the observables in CCL. 
Accuracy of Ionospheric Observables
In order to assess the accuracy of the ionospheric observables, some co-located station pairs were selected to analyze the performance. For the zero baselines, CUT0-CUT2 and EIL3-EIL4 had the same receivers and CUT0-CUT3 and KOKB-KOKV had different receivers. For short baselines, LCK3- 
In order to assess the accuracy of the ionospheric observables, some co-located station pairs were selected to analyze the performance. For the zero baselines, CUT0-CUT2 and EIL3-EIL4 had the same receivers and CUT0-CUT3 and KOKB-KOKV had different receivers. For short baselines, LCK3-LCK4 were equipped with the same type of receivers and antennas. YAR3-YARR was equipped with the same type of receivers and different type of antennas. For GODE-GODN and WTZ3-WTZA, they had different receivers and different antennas. Here, CUT0-CUT2 and YAR3-YARR were selected to present the details of between-receiver DCB (BR-DCB) in Figure 3 . The single difference of CUT0-CUT2 ranges from −0.16 to 0.9 ns for the CCL method and from 0.2 to 0.55 ns for the PPP-float and PPP-AR methods. Similarly, for YAR3-YARR, the single difference ranges from −1.65 to −0.53 ns for the CCL method and from −1.50 to −0.97 ns for the PPP-float and PPP-AR methods. The PPP method significantly improved the accuracy of ionospheric observables by reducing the leveling errors. For the averaged standard deviation (STD) of single-differenced ionospheric observables, it is 0.27 ns for the CCL method. The STDs were 0.11 and 0.07 ns for the PPP-float and PPP-AR methods, with 58.4% and 71.2% improvements, respectively, as shown in Table 4 . Compared with the result of the float solutions, a 30.7% improvement could be achieved with the fixed ambiguity solutions. With fixed ambiguity resolution, the high precise ionospheric observables significantly reduced the leveling effects. 
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Ionospheric Modeling with Three Types of Ionospheric Observables
Ionospheric observables from 268 IGS stations, carried out with the CCL, PPP-float, and PPP-AR methods from DOY 100 to 106, 2017 (10-16 April 2017), were used for ionospheric modeling. The following section discusses the corresponding performance of self-generated GIM products. Figure 5 shows the ionospheric vertical total electron content (VTEC) in the global area at different times (0:00, 6:00, 12:00, 18:00) on DOY 100, 2017, with three different types of ionospheric observables. Excellent consistency can be found, which confirmed that ionospheric modeling with ionospheric observables estimated from the PPP method is a feasible method.
Self-Generated GIM Products
3.3.1. Self-Generated GIM Products Figure 5 shows the ionospheric vertical total electron content (VTEC) in the global area at different times (0:00, 6:00, 12:00, 18:00) on DOY 100, 2017, with three different types of ionospheric observables. Excellent consistency can be found, which confirmed that ionospheric modeling with ionospheric observables estimated from the PPP method is a feasible method. Figure 6 shows the posteriori residuals' distribution of the ionospheric observables. All of the absolute residuals in one day were used for the frequency distributions. Although slight differences of the residual distributions are presented for the three types of results, most of their absolute residuals are less than 5 TECUs. Under the 95% confidence level, the threshold of ionospheric observable residuals is 2.56 TECUs for the PPP-AR method while it is 2.685 and 3.295 TECUs for the PPP-float and CCL methods, respectively. For the accuracy of RMS (Root Mean Square) of the posteriori residuals from ionospheric observables, 24.7% and 27.9% average improvements were achieved for the PPP-float and the PPP-AR methods compared to the CCL method with seven daily solutions from DOY 100 to 106, 2017, in Table 5 . Furthermore, the RMSs of the ionospheric observables on each day are also presented in Figure 7 . Although, the slight improvements for PPP-AR compared to PPP-float were achieved, PPP-AR showed the best performance, with significant improvements compared to the CCL method. residuals are less than 5 TECUs. Under the 95% confidence level, the threshold of ionospheric observable residuals is 2.56 TECUs for the PPP-AR method while it is 2.685 and 3.295 TECUs for the PPP-float and CCL methods, respectively. For the accuracy of RMS (Root Mean Square) of the posteriori residuals from ionospheric observables, 24.7% and 27.9% average improvements were achieved for the PPP-float and the PPP-AR methods compared to the CCL method with seven daily solutions from DOY 100 to 106, 2017, in Table 5 . Furthermore, the RMSs of the ionospheric observables on each day are also presented in Figure 7 . Although, the slight improvements for PPP-AR compared to PPP-float were achieved, PPP-AR showed the best performance, with significant improvements compared to the CCL method. 
Accuracy of Ionospheric Observable Residuals

Model CCL PPP-Float PPP-AR
Averaged RMS (TECU) 0.910 0.685 0.656 Figure 6 shows the posteriori residuals' distribution of the ionospheric observables. All of the absolute residuals in one day were used for the frequency distributions. Although slight differences of the residual distributions are presented for the three types of results, most of their absolute residuals are less than 5 TECUs. Under the 95% confidence level, the threshold of ionospheric observable residuals is 2.56 TECUs for the PPP-AR method while it is 2.685 and 3.295 TECUs for the PPP-float and CCL methods, respectively. For the accuracy of RMS (Root Mean Square) of the posteriori residuals from ionospheric observables, 24.7% and 27.9% average improvements were achieved for the PPP-float and the PPP-AR methods compared to the CCL method with seven daily solutions from DOY 100 to 106, 2017, in Table 5 . Furthermore, the RMSs of the ionospheric observables on each day are also presented in Figure 7 . Although, the slight improvements for PPP-AR compared to PPP-float were achieved, PPP-AR showed the best performance, with significant improvements compared to the CCL method. To further analyze the accuracy of the ionospheric modeling estimation, the latitude-dependent and longitude-dependent averaged residual distributions are shown in Figure 8 . From the latitude-dependent averaged residuals, the values from −30 to 30 degrees are obviously larger than that in higher latitudes areas. It illustrated that the accuracy of ionospheric observables and modeling is affected by the ionosphere activity. Additionally, the variations in the southern hemisphere are larger than that of in the north hemisphere. This may be caused by the distributions' gap of ionospheric observables. For longitude-dependent averaged residual distributions, it is relatively stable over all longitude areas, with some fluctuations as the shortage of observables. The significant improvement can be found for both of them in the PPP methods, especially in the PPP-AR method. To further analyze the accuracy of the ionospheric modeling estimation, the latitude-dependent and longitude-dependent averaged residual distributions are shown in Figure 8 . From the latitudedependent averaged residuals, the values from −30 to 30 degrees are obviously larger than that in higher latitudes areas. It illustrated that the accuracy of ionospheric observables and modeling is affected by the ionosphere activity. Additionally, the variations in the southern hemisphere are larger than that of in the north hemisphere. This may be caused by the distributions' gap of ionospheric observables. For longitude-dependent averaged residual distributions, it is relatively stable over all longitude areas, with some fluctuations as the shortage of observables. The significant improvement can be found for both of them in the PPP methods, especially in the PPP-AR method. 
Comparison with CODE GIM Products
To assess the quality of self-generated VTEC products, the CODE final GIM products were used as the reference values. The CODE final GIM is a VTEC grid dataset in the IONosphere map Exchange (IONEX) format, with a resolution of 1 h, 5 degrees, and 2.5 degrees in time, longitude, and latitude, respectively. It was confirmed that the CODE final GIM product provides the VTEC grid with a high 
To assess the quality of self-generated VTEC products, the CODE final GIM products were used as the reference values. The CODE final GIM is a VTEC grid dataset in the IONosphere map Exchange (IONEX) format, with a resolution of 1 h, 5 degrees, and 2.5 degrees in time, longitude, and latitude, respectively. It was confirmed that the CODE final GIM product provides the VTEC grid with a high accuracy of two to eight TECU. The averaged differences between self-generated VTEC values and CODE VTEC values in one day period are presented in Figure 9 . A significant improvement can be seen in north high latitude areas for PPP methods. For the RMS of differences compared with CODE GIM products, it is 1.05, 0.93, and 0.89 TECU for the CCL, PPP-float, and PPP-AR methods. A 9.2% and 13.7% average improvement was identified for the PPP-float and PPP-AR methods compared to the CCL method in Table 6 . The detailed improvements on each day are presented in Figure 10 from DOY 100 to 106, 2017. With fixed ambiguity resolution, a slight improvement is achieved for RMS. 
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Satellites' DCB Accuracy
In this experiment, the satellite DCBs were estimated together with ionospheric modeling from DOY 100 to 106, 2017. Compared with CODE final monthly satellite DCB products, the average daily biases are presented in Figure 12 . Compared with the CCL method, more stable and accurate satellite DCB results were estimated with the PPP-float and PPP-AR methods. For the RMS, it is only 0.026 ns for the PP-AR methods and 0.035 ns for the PPP-float results in Table 7 . Compared with the CCL methods, the improvements are 5.4% and 29.7% for the PPP-float and PPP-AR methods. With the fixed ambiguity resolution, 25.7% improvements were achieved for satellite DCB estimation compared to float ambiguity resolutions. 
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Discussion
The main interest of this study was the accuracy assessment of ionospheric observables obtained from the uncombined PPP with fixed ambiguity resolution and the corresponding ionosphere modeling. Excepting that the ionosphere modeling resolution can affect the performance, the measurement errors of ionospheric observables in reference stations is the main limitation in global ionospheric map corrections. The accuracy of ionospheric observables obtained from the CCL, PPP-float, and PPP-AR methods was firstly assessed by zero and short baseline experiments. With the fixed ambiguity resolution, the STD of single-differenced ionospheric observables is only about a quarter of that for CCL method. Compared with PPP-float solutions, 30.7% improvements were achieved for PPP-AR solutions. The undifferenced and uncombined PPP with fixed ambiguity resolution not only improves the performance of positioning but also improves the accuracy of ionosphere parameter estimation. For epoch solutions, the accuracy of ionospheric observables from PPP methods, removing the effects of the arc length and code measurement noise, is better than that of the CCL method. With high precision ionospheric observables, the slight variations of receiver DCBs is legible for an analysis of the receiver performances.
The experiments of ionospheric modeling with different ionospheric observables were processed to compare these with the CODE final GIM products. Consequently, high consistency of the self-generated GIMs products was achieved by the spherical harmonic model with both an order and degree of 15. From the distribution of residuals of ionospheric observables, the IPPs cover mainly areas over the world. However, the absence of stations in oceanic areas can affect the ionosphere modeling. The large residuals, mainly located in low latitude areas, indicate that the active ionosphere with high dynamic temporal and spatial variations degrades the accuracy of ionosphere modeling. This is another limitation that affects the accuracy of the ionospheric map corrections and it was not a focus in this study. Compared with CODE final GIM products, the results prove that the largest differences between self-generated and CODE-generated VTEC products are located in areas where there are no reference stations. A significant improvement was achieved in high latitude areas, especially in the northern hemisphere. As the coproducts of ionosphere modeling, the satellite DCB products were assessed compared with CODE final monthly products. A significant improvement was presented for PPP-AR compared with the PPP-float and CCL solutions. This implies that the fixed undifferenced carrier-phase ambiguities directly improved the estimation performance of ionosphere parameters in the uncombined PPP method.
Conclusions
An improved method to obtain the precise ionospheric observables was proposed for ionospheric modeling and the estimations of satellite and receiver DCBs using uncombined PPP with fixed ambiguity resolution. Obviously, the fixed undifferenced carrier phase ambiguities in PPP improves the estimation accuracy of coordinates and ionosphere parameters. The accuracy of ionospheric observables was confirmed by co-located stations in zero or short baselines. Significant improvements in the PPP-AR method were available to detect the slight variations of receiver DCBs. The accuracy within 0.01 ns for ionospheric observables helped us to study the receiver DCB and isolate it with the slant total electron content. In the PPP methods, the accuracy of the ionospheric observables is not limited by the arc length of the measurements.
Using the ionospheric observables from the three methods, CCL, PPP-float, and PPP-AR, the self-generated ionospheric map products were compared with CODE final GIM products. For the residuals of ionospheric observables, significant improvements were achieved for PPP methods, especially for PPP-AR. The highly precise ionospheric observables helped to generate precise ionospheric map corrections. Compared with CODE products, PPP-AR presented the best performance, with an RMS better than 1.022 TECU. The ionospheric observables were estimated from the uncombined PPP method in single stations with fixed undifferenced ambiguities, which shows a convenient method for real-time ionospheric modeling. The real-time PPP with ambiguity resolution was a realizable processing tool to generate real-time ionospheric corrections, which are crucial to support single-frequency PPP and PPP-RTK. However, the ionospheric scintillation effects on PPP should be treated cautiously in future work [50, 51] .
